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Psychological ‘tool box’
key to success and sex

By Joanne Barclay
Staff Writer

Dr. Joyce Brothers lectured on “Success” and provided the audience with “a psychological tool box” to achieve success.

To begin her list of “tools,” Brothers stated the significance of revealing “signs of body language and small symbolic escape movements.” “Focusing can be a sign depending on what is forgotten,” said Brothers. An example is the boyfriend, who makes an introduction, and forgets the name of his long-time girlfriend. Brothers’ commented that this situation gives one insight into the important “picture of which way the emotional and intellectual wind blows” in a given relationship.

Brothers moved onto the topic of learning. “Learning is not only for the young. If you are bright you can always become brighter.” One “goal gradient” premise is that of competition increasing work performance. Brothers’ various learning techniques were the chrono-biological identification and memorization methods.

Chrono-biological identification involves discovering the time of day your body works best and using that time in the “most effective way.” Some basic guidelines that pertain to everyone’s 24-hour energy cycle are: mental activity is at its optimum between 8-10 a.m., mental reflection at 4 p.m. and 12 noon is best for aerobic activity. According to Brothers, it is also important to remember that a person can only work at their peak for 4 hours per day.

Body processes are also related to this energy cycle. Brothers suggests that since sex hormones are on a half-hour cycle, if your lover “has a head ache’ one night, wait a half hour and try again.”

The most effective memorization technique for retention and long-term memory is the “recitation” or reading aloud method, according to Brothers. For short term retention, the greatest success is attained when the new learned material is immediately followed by sleep. However, more than 4 hours of sleep is necessary.

Brothers’ additional advice towards successful “goal” gradation was the importance of objective realization. “Goals need not be unattainable if you approach them in the right way,” she said. Brothers stated, “Small daily advances can be made, even on a bad day,” and it is important to “lower your standards and reward yourself along the way.” Brothers cautioned, “If you think you see the light at the end of the tunnel, just make sure it’s not an oncoming train.”

In conclusion, the audience took two quizzes on their “love lives and their understanding of the opposite sex.” Brothers’ later elicited chuckles from the audience when she commented that rather than living together, young couples could better evaluate their compatibility by “borrowing someone’s 3-year old child” for a while. A question and answer period followed the quizzes. When asked if it was possible to love two people at the same time, Brothers responded, “Love is not like a pie with a larger piece for one person and smaller piece for another. While this love is possible, caring for another person’s happiness does not allow the second love to develop.” During the lecture, Brothers emphasized “Love takes a long time to develop.” At the conclusion, she left the audience with an optimistic note. According to Brothers, when surveyed, 1 out of 6 married couples were found “to have retained feelings of deep romantic love. This durability of loves gives us important goals” for our relationships.

Congresswoman Marge Roukema to deliver Commencement address

United States Congresswoman Marge Roukema (R-Fifth District) will deliver the Commencement Address and receive an honorary doctorate at MSC’s 77th graduation exercise on May 28.

Roukema received a Bachelor of Arts degree from MSC and did her graduate work at the college. She was elected as representative of New Jersey’s Fifth District in 1980 and gathered large voter support in three subsequent re-elections. The Fifth District includes portions of Bergen, Passaic and Sussex counties in northern and western New Jersey.

While in Congress, Roukema has led the effort to control growing deficits and federal spending. She also worked to foster fairness in government-sponsored programs in education, student loans, job training, child support, environmental issues, and welfare.

She serves as a member of the Education and Labor Committee and the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Committee. Roukema is the ranking Republican on the Select Committee on Hunger where she is currently the only woman in either party in the House or Senate to lead a committee.

Roukema is credited with protecting the Guaranteed Student Loan Program for low and middle income families and saving $3 billion in the program over three years. She also helped prevent $2 billion of extra Pentagon spending from being added to the Defense Appropriations Bill.

A repeal of income tax withholding on interest and dividends was successfully co-sponsored by Roukema. She wrote a fundamental pension law reform and sponsored legislation to require accountability in Congressional pay raises. The Roukema Amendment to the Job Training Partnership Act ensures that training under the act is linked to existing and expanding private sector job opportunities.

Roukema has written amendments to legislation connected to the Federal Food Stamp Program that closes loopholes in the system and protects the benefits for people in need of programs such as New Jersey’s “Lifeline” program.

Roukema is a lifelong resident of Ridgewood and served in many community activities prior to her election to Congress. Her community services included a trustee seat for the Leukemia Society of Northern New Jersey, the Family Counseling Service of Ridgewood and Spring House, The Family Counseling Service is a residential treatment center for women recovering from alcoholism.
**MONDAY**

11am to 3pm  
"MR. PICNIC"  
SC MALL  
FUN, GAMES AND PRIZES

12 noon  
THE SKY'S THE LIMIT  
BALLOON LAUNCH  
SC MALL

8pm  
TOM DELUCA, HYPNOTIST  
SC BALLROOMS

ALL SPONSORED BY SGA, INC

---

**TUESDAY**

12 noon  
LECTURE: "BATS, BALLS AND DOLLAR BILLS"  
SC BALLROOMS

SPONSORED BY: CINA

8pm  
MOVIE "JUMPING JACK FLASH"  
LOCATION...T.B.A.

SPONSORED BY: C.L.U.B.

---

**WEDNESDAY**

11am-3pm  
"SPRING INTO CLUB"  
-HEADLINERS  
-DJ  
-CLOWN  
SC MALL

SPONSORED BY: C.L.U.B.

8pm  
BEACH PARTY  
SAND, FUN AND SUN  
BOHN/BLANTON QUAD

SPONSORED BY: RESIDENCE HALL FED.

---

**THURSDAY**

12 noon  
LATIN DANCERS  
SC MALL

SPONSORED BY: L.A.S.O.

6pm-1am  
CARNIVAL LOT #28  
RIDES, GAMES, FUN AND PRIZES  
SPONSORED BY: SGA, INC

LIVE BAND In Color  
SPONSORED BY: CLASS 1 CONCERTS

---

**FRIDAY**

11am-2pm  
BOB GARDNER, MAGICIAN/COMEDIAN  
RATHSKELLAR

SPONSORED BY: C.L.U.B

6pm-1am  
CARNIVAL LOT #28  
RIDES, GAMES, FUN AND PRIZES  
SPONSORED BY: SGA, INC.

LIVE BAND No Offense  
SPONSORED BY: CIC

---

**SATURDAY**

12 noon-1am  
CARNIVAL LOT #28  
RIDES, GAMES, FUN AND PRIZES  
SPONSORED BY: SGA, INC

LIVE BAND Jefferson Sleeves  
SPONSORED BY: CIC

---

**SUNDAY**

12 noon-6pm  
CARNIVAL LOT #28  
RIDES, GAMES, FUN AND PRIZES  
DIRTY BIRDS-JUG BANG  
SPONSORED BY: SGA, INC.

&
carnival too!
SGA opposes Reagan's education budget cuts

By Mike Heelan
Staff Writer

A resolution opposing President Reagan's proposed federal financial aid budget cut of $3.9 billion, or 45 percent, was approved unanimously by the SGA legislature.

If passed, the bill would be effective for the fiscal year 1988. These cuts would completely eliminate the Federal College Work Study Program, the Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant, the National Direct Student Loan and Pell Grant Programs.

An estimated 500 MSC students currently eligible for these types of aid would no longer receive assistance. This would ultimately leave the student to find alternate means of financing his higher college tuition.

The SGA has initiated a letter-writing campaign addressing their concerns of this matter to members of congress. Bob Helland, SGA external affairs chairperson said, "The SGA has taken the initiative and now it is up to the entire student body to fight for what they still have."

In other news, the annual Sports Intramural Leisure Club (SILC) volleyball marathon will be held tomorrow, April 24, in the Panzer Gym. The marathon will begin at 4:00 p.m. and last until 2:00 a.m. Several student organizations are participating in an effort to raise money for the multiple sclerosis foundation. All student are welcome to attend or tune in to WMSC-FM, 101.5 for play-by-play action.

The International Student Organization received $410 from the Mass Transit Account (MTA) for their trip to the Statue of Liberty and the Empire State Building on Sun., Apr. 26. Lastly, The Montclarion received a first class rating from the Associated Collegiate Press, a mark of distinction in editorial/opinion pages for the 1986 fall semester. The ACP rates college newspapers from first class to fourth class. Newspapers receiving four marks of distinction are considered All-American.

Public forum on 'Teenagers in Crisis' at 7:30 p.m. in the Forum. The Forum, sponsored by the Women's Center, will have a discussion panel of leading experts on the Constitution, Gordon S. Wood from the History Department at 201-893-7652. He is the campus coordinator for this event. All final examinations must be given during the regularly scheduled examination period. The Schedule of Courses lists days and times of final examination for each class period.

No final examination may be given during the last week of classes before the examination period. If no formal examination is scheduled, the class must meet for one hour during the scheduled final examination period for a class evaluation session. All classes are required to meet during the final examination period.

Define interests in career-related fields

For some students, an ideal summer job is one that introduces them to the "real" world of work: a job that is career related. For these goal-oriented students, a career-related summer experience can provide the time and opportunity to explore job possibilities that are being considered for after graduation.

Career Services can help students how to uncover that hidden market. Internships are a special kind of "real" summer jobs. Internships offer the chance to explore or to practice theories learned in the classroom. Career Services lists thousands of opportunities and a career-related job search can be computerized job matching program.

"Real" jobs are often part of the hidden job market that is never advertised, but students can have access to those positions by using the many resources of Career Services. "Job Hunt" is a special seminar designed to show students how to uncover that hidden market. Internships are a special kind of "real" summer jobs. Internships offer learning experiences, extensions of classroom education. They can be paid or unpaid. Internships offer a way of beating the old standard "no experience, no job." They provide the opportunity for students to explore their chosen career and to practice theories learned in the classroom.

Career Services can help students find the jobs they want. A career-related summer experience can help students define interests and resolve concerns.

Career Services can help students define interests and resolve concerns.

Policy on final examinations

All final examinations must be given during the regularly scheduled examination period. The Schedule of Courses lists days and times of final examination for each class period.

If no formal examination is scheduled, the class must meet for one hour during the scheduled final examination period for a class evaluation session. All classes are required to meet during the final examination period.

Student protests car tow; police escort from Bohn

By Linda Longo
Staff Writer

A 1986 Pontiac Trans Am, valued at $14,000, was stolen from lot 13 between 10:30 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. on April 15. The car was recovered by Paterson Police the next day. That same day, a 1987 Pontiac Trans Am, valued at $15,000, was reported missing from lot 23 between 11:50 p.m. and 12:04 a.m. on April 20. That car was later found parked in lot 23 in another vehicle. The incident is under investigation.

A person reported seeing a male student from Bohn Hall last year, and that he removed another fire extinguisher and charged by Sgt. Cell for trespassing and theft. At 12:43 a.m. on April 17, they had entered Memorial Auditorium, removed a fire extinguisher and sprayed it outside the building. The man proceeded to Calc Hall and removed another fire extinguisher when Officer Messa observed them. Two MSC graduates and one MSC student were involved.

On April 19, someone damaged the hubcaps of four cars parked on the first floor of Morehead Hall. A $40 electric pencil sharpener was also taken from an unlocked Chapin Hall office overnight on April 15. The International Student Organization received $410 from the Mass Transit Account (MTA) for their trip to the Statue of Liberty and the Empire State Building on Sun., Apr. 26. Lastly, The Montclarion received a first class rating from the Associated Collegiate Press, a mark of distinction in editorial/opinion pages for the 1986 fall semester. The ACP rates college newspapers from first class to fourth class. Newspapers receiving four marks of distinction are considered All-American.
CINA PRESENTS...

BATS BALLS

AND

DOLLAR BILLS

Sports researcher and novelist

LUKE SALISBURY

tells the WHOLE STORY behind

The Selling of Sports

A fascinating multi-media presentation that goes beneath the surface of stardom and final scores to show how the link between big money and big sports has always been the major factor.

April 28 12 PM
Student Center Ballroom A

*FREE*

CINA is a Class One Organization of the SGA.
The Montclarion/April 23, 1987

Eye on MSC

MSC students give 'The Convincer' a try in the Student Center Mall. Pasquale Difulco (left) is convinced while Gary Ruff (right) is awaiting the impact.

The Drop-In Center
Cordially Invites You to Attend Our
Open House

Date:
Monday, April 27, 1987
Time:
11:00 AM — 4:00 PM
and
6:00 PM — 9:00 PM

Demonstrations of Drop-In Center Counseling Techniques will be held at: 12 Noon 2 PM 8PM

Refreshments will be served!

The Drop-In Center is a Service of the SGA.

For more information call 893-5271.
JEWISH STUDENT SERVICES ALUMNI

Invite you to

CAREER DAY

Sunday, April 26
11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
YM-YWHA of Metro, N.J.
760 Northfield Ave,
West Orange, N.J.

Meet and discuss career opportunities with alumni representing various professions. Also Margaret Jacobs, Director of Career Counseling and Psychological Services of Jewish Vocational Service will address career concerns and issues relevant to college students today.

Coffee and danish will be served.

Alliance of Jewish Student Organizations picnic to follow at Mayapple Hill North at 1:30 PM.

For more information please call 642-1922.

JSU is a Class 3 Organization of the SGA.

If you are looking for a career in finance, this short test can be the most important one you take before you graduate:

TRUE
☐ You are a highly motivated, aggressive individual.
☐ You're looking for short term potential for high income.
☐ You want long-term growth opportunities.
☐ You need a fast-paced, energetic working environment.
☐ Before you take your last summer vacation, you'd like to know you have a job to come home to (or begin right away).

We are a young, aggressive investment banking firm ready to train highly motivated graduates seeking a career in financial sales. Benefits include continuing education for a NASD license, salary plus commission and excellent health benefits.

We are scheduling immediate interviews. If you answered "TRUE" to the above, call or write:

Mr. Eric Ratner, Vice President
Financial Northeastern Corporation
1129 Bloomfield Avenue
West Caldwell, NJ 07006
1-800-FNC-4141
201-882-9397

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Do You Know Us?

- We conduct audits at most of the Fortune 500 companies.
- We employ 4,000 professional auditors.
- We issue over 50,000 audit reports annually.
- We have 420 field offices throughout the United States and overseas.
- We have our own technical training institute where over 3,000 auditors receive training annually.
- We use state-of-the-art microcomputers and software programs in audit applications.
- We are the largest audit agency in the Executive Branch of the Federal Government.
- We saved the government some $7.5 billion in 1984 or about $48 for every dollar spent.
- We will hire over 1,500 auditor trainees in 1987 for our expanding work force.
- We offer:
    - Meaningful responsibility
    - Professional training
    - CPA coaching courses
    - Diversified experience
    - Career ladder promotions
    - Flexible work schedules

We are the Defense Contract Audit Agency

Our representative will be on campus Wednesday, April 29 at 11:00 a.m. at the Student Center Annex, Room 104

DCAA is an Equal Opportunity Employer
**Bloom County**

*by Berke Breathed*

---

**Gag Reflex**

*by John Paul*

---

**COMICS CORNER**

---

**CROSSWORD PUZZLER**

- **ACROSS**
  1. Bother
  4. Exist
  6. Vessels
  11. Tough, silver-white metal
  13. Ambassador
  15. Negative index
  16. Rear
  18. Verve
  19. Bitter vetch
  21. Bridge
  22. Direction: abbr.
  23. Signifies
  26. Bow measure
  29. Cloth strip
  31. Transaction rock
  32. Small valley
  33. Bridge
  37. Alkaline earth
  38. Change color of
  39. Neighbor
  40. Negative prefix
  41. Biblical weed
  43. Small valley
  45. Limb
  46. Solemn
  47. Picture-taking devices
  50. Rupees: abbr.
  52. Heap
  53. Church bench
  56. Spoken
  58. Small factory
  60. As far as
  61. Holy
  63. Clothes-maker
  65. Apportioned
  66. Spanish article
  67. In addition
  1. Skin ailment
  2. Entrance
  3. River
  4. Consecrated
  5. Public
  6. Mixed
  7. Faeroe Islands
  8. Matures
  9. Claw
  10. Music: as written
  11. Tense, silver-white metal
  12. Symbol for aluminum
  13. Ambassador
  14. Printer's measure
  15. Negative index
  16. Rear
  18. Verve
  19. Bitter vetch
  21. Bridge
  22. Direction: abbr.
  23. Signifies
  26. Bow measure
  29. Cloth strip
  31. Transaction rock
  32. Small valley
  33. Bridge
  37. Alkaline earth
  38. Change color of
  39. Neighbor
  40. Negative prefix
  41. Biblical weed
  43. Small valley
  45. Limb
  46. Solemn
  47. Picture-taking devices
  50. Rupees: abbr.
  52. Heap
  53. Church bench
  56. Spoken
  58. Small factory
  60. As far as
  61. Holy
  63. Clothes-maker
  65. Apportioned
  66. Spanish article
  67. In addition
  1. Skin ailment
  2. Entrance
  3. River

- **DOWN**
  1. Skin ailment
  2. Entrance
  3. River
  12. Symbol for aluminum
  24. Tidy
  25. Declare
  27. Semi-precious stone
  28. Castor and Pollux
  29. Gjallarhorn
  30. Competent
  31. Transaction rock
  32. Small valley
  33. Bridge
  34. Hebrew month
  35. Suitable
  36. Moccasin
  37. Snared
  38. Change color of
  39. Near
  40. Negative prefix
  41. Biblical weed
  42. Man's name
  43. Small valley
  44. Snake force
  45. Limb
  46. Solenn
  47. Picture-taking devices
  48. Raise the spirit of
  49. Pertaining to the kidneys
  50. Rupees: abbr.
  51. Narrow
  52. Heap
  53. Church bench
  54. Short jacket
  55. Promise
  56. Hypothetical
  57. Edge
  58. Small factory
  59. Note of scale
  60. As far as
  62. Compass point
  63. Note of scale

---

**GET PAID TO BE IN SHAPE**

Aerobic Teacher Certification Workshop
at William Patterson College Rec. Center
SAT. AND SUN., 4/25 AND 4/26

Basic Aerobic Cert. $85.00
Advanced Aerobic Cert. $85.00

Register 9:00 AM - 9:30 AM, Sat. and Sun.
Seminar 9:30 - 6:00 PM, Sat. and Sun.

To register and for further info., contact the rec. center, 595-2777.
(Somewhere on W.S. locations: Princeton, Harvard, American U. Temple)

---

**School Daze**

*by Jim Dale*
Ronald "Let's Cut Education" Reagan is at it again. The President has proposed a federal financial aid budget cut of $3.9 billion, effective fiscal year 1988. These cuts would mark the end of the Federal College Work Study Program, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, National Direct Student Loan and Pell Grant Programs.

Bringing this closer to home, 500 MSC students receiving aid will be left without it next year. This does not sit too well considering the college's Board of Trustees is proposing a 10 percent tuition increase effective next year.

So, once again Reagan has shown his preference towards spending in the Middle East (and Central America) rather than on America's future. Maybe he should look to clean up his own backyard before looking at others'. Reagan should take a little advice from Matthew, Chapter 7: "...how can you say to your brother, 'Let me take the speck out of your eye,' and behold, the log is in your own eye? You hypocrite, first take the log out of your own eye..."

Who does Reagan suppose is going to do all the work at colleges without the College Work Study Programs? Their positions will be left for the colleges to fill, costing the schools more money. Therefore, it will cost the states more money. This seems to be right in line with Reagan's policy—cut and cut, then leave it up to the states to make up for the losses.

Reagan says he's interested in building for the future. But what kind of future will America have if no one can read? A bleak future indeed lies ahead if more cuts in education occur.

College will become an institution for the elite groups in society—the richest and the poorest. The middle-class, which depends most on financial aid, will be left in the cold.

Maybe if this generation really did something now it could affect a change before it's too late. The reason it has been so easy for Reagan to make wholesale cuts in education is because, as a group, we do not make a fuss; we do not vote. Our voice is less than a whisper in the government.

So, what can we do? The SGA is organizing a letter-writing campaign and is circulating a petition to be sent to New Jersey Senators Bill Bradley and Frank Lautenberg. The SGA has taken a big step in affecting a possible change.

In addition to this, on page 13 you will find a form letter. The Montclarion has written for you to sign and send to Bradley and/or Lautenberg. This is our opportunity to ensure future opportunities. Don't pass up the chance.

Welfare is not a dirty word

I can not think of another word that provokes as much self-righteous indignation as welfare. Well, maybe communism. If you don't believe me, try this the next time you go out. Walk up to a person you've never met before and ask him what he thinks about welfare. Go ahead, I dare you.

I'll bet that person would say something like this: "Why should the government hand out my tax money to some lazy jerk who probably never had a job in his/her life?" Just the mention of welfare creates the image of a person who is content to live his/her life from hand to mouth, going to the welfare office on the first of each month and blowing the money on crack for the next 30 days.

And politicians are aware of the symbolic value of the word welfare. They associate Aid to Families with Dependent Children (for example) with waste and dependency. They then blame these problems on the welfare recipients themselves. Thus, cutting funds becomes bloodless—after all, who would object to taking money from cheapskates and bums.

Recently though, I was reminded that there is another way to define welfare in this country. Frances Fox Piven, in giving this year's Sheldon Polack lecture, described the expansion of social welfare programs in the 60's and 70's as "achievements” toward a more "human” society.

She said that waste was attributed to inefficient administration; that attention should be paid toward reforming the system, not eliminating it. The theory that welfare causes dependency is false; in fact, people who receive social welfare benefits want a job with a rewarding salary that provides them with a sense of pride as much as any American does.

Regardless, welfare remains a dirty word. The W word is not discussed in most social circles. In fact, the only time one hears the W word mentioned is always in reference to third parties—"Oh Henry, we work so hard for our money, not like those people on welfare." The W word is not one a polite person would use in front of his mother, especially in the interrogatory form—"Mommy, did you cash the welfare check today?"

Ironic, isn't it, that those who have controlled the welfare debate for the past six years have been those least willing to improve the system. American minds have been captured by a conservative ideology—that the poor are poor because they deserve to be. When a whole class of people are dehumanized, society frees itself from the responsibility of caring for the well-being of that class. Welfare was intended to carry out this responsibility—it was never intended as a dirty word.
Activities and organizations to participate in cited

Two aware students differ with ‘Limbo’ editorial

To the Editor:
I disagree with your editorial entitled “MSC Campus is Stuck in Another Limbo Period” (April 16, p. 8). There is a lot to look forward to, and to complain about, but I will leave the complaining for another letter.

Some upcoming events to look forward to were advertised in the same issue of the paper in which the apathy editorial appeared. Future events include:

- Earth Day ’87 (April 21—23)
- Lecture by Dr. Eva Fleischner (April 22)
- Drop In Center Open House (April 27)
- Balloon Launch
- Spring Week
- Women’s Fair
- Carnival (April 31—May 2)
- Senior Banquet
- Commencement

I am certain if one were to look at the Datebook column and at the monthly calendar published in The Montclarion, one would find even more to become involved in.

I have heard that the MSC student body is apathetic. Even if that is true, the school newspaper should not also fall victim to apathy. A journalist has an excellent opportunity to arouse impact on the campus community. It is the college student who creates his own image and memory of MSC by attending the special events, joining a club, sorority, fraternity, or organization on campus.

The Montclarion is a class I organization of the SGA for their constant support. It was great to see each organization pull for us.

In addition to the students credit goes to Student Activities, Dean James Harris, Camille Bartlett, Bob Gieza; Food Service Special Functions, Bob Rusk, and Carol Santiago who worked every special event during the week; Kristin Brooks, who photographed the entire colorful week for LASO; MSCs media and duplicating centers; campus police; Residence Life; the Alumni Association; Student Affairs, Dean Ed Martin; the Admissions Office, Rich Alverez; and Father Art Humphrey.

Finally, I would like to thank the entire student population for their interest in Latin Week and for attending the events. Without these people there would be no need for this event. As a footnote, LASO will be selling the “Latin Fire Spreads” T-shirt during Spring Week ’87. Look out for LASO and the shirts because they are hot!

Perry Schwarz
President of LASO
Senior/communication studies

---

TO THE EDITOR:

I am certain if one were to look at the Datebook column and at the monthly calendar published in The Montclarion, one would find even more to become involved in.

I have heard that the MSC student body is apathetic. Even if that is true, the school newspaper should not also fall victim to apathy. A journalist has an excellent opportunity to arouse impact on the campus community. It is the college student who creates his own image and memory of MSC by attending the special events, joining a club, sorority, fraternity, or organization on campus.

The Montclarion is a class I organization of the SGA for their constant support. It was great to see each organization pull for us.

In addition to the students credit goes to Student Activities, Dean James Harris, Camille Bartlett, Bob Gieza; Food Service Special Functions, Bob Rusk, and Carol Santiago who worked every special event during the week; Kristin Brooks, who photographed the entire colorful week for LASO; MSCs media and duplicating centers; campus police; Residence Life; the Alumni Association; Student Affairs, Dean Ed Martin; the Admissions Office, Rich Alverez; and Father Art Humphrey.

Finally, I would like to thank the entire student population for their interest in Latin Week and for attending the events. Without these people there would be no need for this event. As a footnote, LASO will be selling the “Latin Fire Spreads” T-shirt during Spring Week ’87. Look out for LASO and the shirts because they are hot!

Perry Schwarz
President of LASO
Senior/communication studies

---

To the Editor:

In reference to the April 16th editorial entitled “MSC Campus is Stuck in Another Limbo Period,” may I venture to say that your writing is in that “limbo” period, not MSC.

I am sick of hearing petty comments about how “apathetic” our student body is and there isn’t an awful lot to say. There is a lot to say! Just turn to page two in that same issue. Class One Concerts is sponsoring “The Smithereens”; on page 4-the Conservation Club is planning “Earth Day”; on page 5-Drop In Center Open House; on page 6-“CLUB” is showing the movie “Top Gun.” Now turn to the back page, the “sports calendar” offers many fine events including the baseball, lacrosse, softball, track, golf, and tennis teams. HRO is presenting their “quest workshop” and the Women’s Fair.

Must I go further? I will. In my opinion, one of the most exciting events at MSC is just around the corner—“Spring Week ’87,” the Carnival. All providing a fun filled experience for those who attend.

Attend, I stress, for this is the problem on this campus, but it’s not mine. Throughout my four year stay at MSC I have attended the concerts, the films, lectures, movies, Lip Sinh, “Jeopardy”, “Dating Game,” comic acts, debates, guest speakers, “Homcoming” and “Spring Week” events, and finally the Rat every Thursday night. These will and have provided me with laughter, joy and memories to reflect upon later on.

You see, the apathy is not contained within the student body as a whole, it is contained within the individual student. It is the college student who creates his own image and memory of MSC by attending the special events, joining a club, sorority, fraternity, or organization on campus.

College life is what you make it!

Those who do not care or do not get involved are missing out. So, why worry about limbo and apathy while there is a heaven and happiness right here at MSC.

I too had a poor attitude about our campus until I attended my first concert, my first party, my first sorority meeting. I also will have the privilege of attending the most serious and meaningful event on campus—the May Commencement Exercises, which I know for me will not be the end.

Sylvie M. Vicentini
Senior/Italian
The Latin American Student Organization
a Class One Organization of the SGA
Wishes to thank the following people for time and dedication to make

LATIN WEEK '87 "THE LATIN FIRE SPREADS"
a success:

Richard Alvarez   Andrys Gomez   Norma Pujols
Kristin Brooks   Jose Gonzalez   Johnny Rodriguez
Yvonne Bermudez  GOYA Foods     Mayra Rosa
Dennis Campbell  LASO Advisors  Perry Schwarz
Andy Casiano     Sonia Lopez     Juan Taveras
Kirsten Cipri    Miguel Melendez Carolyn Vachier
Yolanda Giron    Hector Montes  Daisy/Lizette Valentin

Start Off Your
SPRING
WEEK '87
Fun With...

Tom Deluca
Well-Known Hypnotist
in the S.C. Ballrooms
8 PM

$1 w/MSC ID  $2 w/o

Sponsored by: SGA, SW '87 Committee
Police Academy 4 lacks force

By Tom Boud
Correspondent

Just about everyone has heard of the Neighborhood Crime Watch Program: an organization where people watch their own turfs for criminal activity. In fact, it has become so popular that Warner Brothers decided to make a movie about it. The movie, "Police Academy 4," was released this past Friday.

The plot of the movie follows Captain Harris (G.W. Bailey), who is upset that they can not get more action. This leads to some predictable jokes and wisecracks. The plot also seems to have trouble keeping up the action. The movie starts to collapse, the camera turns away and returns when Harris is sprawled out on the ground. The humor would have been stronger if the course followed Harris as he fell.

In another chase scene, the camera seems to have trouble keeping up the combined motion of the airplanes and air balloons. It switches so much that the chase is hard to follow and you have a tough time telling the good guys from the bad guys.

Police Academy 4 has many low points. Since the humor is hunting jokes, the acting is poor and the acting is predictable. The film seems to have trouble keeping up.

The Metropolitan Police Department is upset that they can not get more action. This leads to some predictable jokes and wisecracks. The plot also seems to have trouble keeping up the action. The movie starts to collapse, the camera turns away and returns when Harris is sprawled out on the ground. The humor would have been stronger if the course followed Harris as he fell.

In another chase scene, the camera seems to have trouble keeping up the combined motion of the airplanes and air balloons. It switches so much that the chase is hard to follow and you have a tough time telling the good guys from the bad guys.

Police Academy 4 has many low points. Since the humor is hunting jokes, the acting is poor and the acting is predictable. The film seems to have trouble keeping up.

The plot could use an entire overhall of the whole picture so we could see more citizens in action instead of citizens in training.

For some unknown reason, there seems to be a lack of accuracy concerning the photography. In a chase scene, Captain Harris is straddled on a ten foot tall fence in an attempt to nab a few skateboarders. As the fence starts to collapse, the camera turns away and returns when Harris is sprawled out on the ground. The humor would have been stronger if the course followed Harris as he fell.

In another chase scene, the camera seems to have trouble keeping up the combined motion of the airplanes and air balloons. It switches so much that the chase is hard to follow and you have a tough time telling the good guys from the bad guys.

Police Academy 4 has many low points. Since the humor is hunting jokes, the acting is poor and the acting is predictable. The film seems to have trouble keeping up.

The plot could use an entire overhall of the whole picture so we could see more citizens in action instead of citizens in training.

Producer Paul Maslansky tried to inject more spice by introducing a subplot involving teenage skateboard fanatics. Alas, it only compounded the problem by adding more inanity in an already supersilly flick. He would have done much better by omitting the skateboarding addicts altogether and revising the whole picture so we could see more citizens in action instead of citizens in training.

The Metropolitan Police Department is upset that they can not get more action. This leads to some predictable jokes and wisecracks. The plot also seems to have trouble keeping up the action. The movie starts to collapse, the camera turns away and returns when Harris is sprawled out on the ground. The humor would have been stronger if the course followed Harris as he fell.

In another chase scene, the camera seems to have trouble keeping up the combined motion of the airplanes and air balloons. It switches so much that the chase is hard to follow and you have a tough time telling the good guys from the bad guys.

Police Academy 4 has many low points. Since the humor is hunting jokes, the acting is poor and the acting is predictable. The film seems to have trouble keeping up.

The plot could use an entire overhall of the whole picture so we could see more citizens in action instead of citizens in training.
Personals

-Dear Pamela, Thank you for giving me a new identity. I love ya! Love, Michelle a.k.a. Pamela.

-Daryl, Thank-you again for solving my identity crisis. Love ya lots, the Nerd.

-Denise: You did an excellent job on the Alumni dinner. It was great-thanks for all your hard work. Love, Your Sigma Sisters.

-To the "New" Dona, You are so hot--

-Daryl, Thank-you again for solving my identity crisis. Love ya lots, the Nerd.

-To the "New and Improved Dona" Need a ride to school? Only kidding. From Tony— with the Hudson County look.

-Tony Carmenate, You’re solid. We’re talking perfection. How about a date? From T.C. Hoboken.

-To John the Freeman in 506. Want to play ball? Respond in the next weeks paper. Love, Trixie.

-Salaman2- Is he strong, listen bud, he’s got vinegar in his blood. Does he eat meat or bread, no he eats greens instead... (cont.)

-I, Next time be more careful not to scar the curtains! We may have to call you “Flame Thrower!” Love- You know who!

-Do- Do you want your brush? I’ll get it for you if you give me a big kiss. (Kiss Kiss).

-Steve (my son) Sit up straight and for Pete’s sake, let Jerry outta the can! Mom and Grandma.

-Congratulations Rene! The new SGA Secretary. Love, the Sisters of Phi Chi Omega.

-Linus: Have many dates lately? You better be careful!! The whirling will give you away. Learn, strategy, it will pay off in big ways.

-Dearest Karen- Happy 22nd Birthday!! I know it will be. Love, Sharon.

-Hey Dominica- Want a massage? You know who.

-To my curb accomplice: That roll-up at 4:00 am did me in. Just remember there are no 10’s at MSC! Your fellow curber.

-To Denise of Sigma Delta Phi, You did an excellent job with the alumni dinner! TAD.

-Hey man, you think you’re the master? That’s okay, I won’t tell the real truth.

-To Scott R. (Miney): I’m yours forever. Love you enough moonsh, Let’s DND! Love always, Kristen (Yours).

-To the Conenappers: Please bring Wally home!!!

-Generous Reward: For any information regarding the whereabouts of Wally. Contact Nicholas Wolinski and brothers.

-Oren, The Great and Powerful Oz: 10:55 p.m. Thank you muchly! The Montclarion.

-St. Jude- Thanks for everything. S.M.

-To Tony Carmenate, You’re a great friend I’m so glad we’ve gotten to know each other! I think I’ll keep you! Hey! Time to make the donuts. Dona.

-Jean- I hope all the problems that you had are in the past and the rest of the semester is happy. Love the potato. (cont.)

-Kara- I don’t know if I could thank you enough for giving me strep throat. Love and kisses, Ed.

-To the Montclarion staff- maybe you’ll complete this week with 9:55 and I will be delighted- Scott.

-Quote of the century: "Trust me I won’t hurt you" Ha Ha.

-L A- What is MSC going to do without you and WWCLI? It will be quiet! Love- Wendi.

-Dave Z. The next time we play truth-let’s leave our lovelies, both past and present, alone. I think that’s where you get burned! Love, Patti.

-Fu Fu- What was the story behind the curbweb? There’s nothing like being confused with other people (B.P.).) Love, Patti.

-Fu- I was just busting Dave when we were playing touch last week. He really doesn’t call anyone when you leave! He’s hooked on you! A concerned roommate.

-DF- Here I am the Great and Powerful Oz: 10:55 p.m. Thank you muchly! The Montclarion.

-La- What is MSC going to do without you and WWCLI? It will be quiet! Love- Wendi.

-Jean- I hope all the problems that you had are in the past and the rest of the semester is happy. Love the potato.

-Wendi.

-These are the people who are communicatively impaired is a challenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or part-time if you are employed in the field.

For information on these programs, or a free brochure, complete and mail the coupon below. Or call (617) 437-2708.

[Address Information]

Please send me information on your Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology Programs.

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions. 106 DF, Northeastern University. 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115.

Name ____________________________

City ______________ State __________ Zip __________

For information on these programs, or a free brochure, complete and mail the coupon below. Or call (617) 437-2708.

The Montclairion/Thurs., April 23, 1987

Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a challenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or part-time if you are employed in the field.

For information on these programs, or a free brochure, complete and mail the coupon below. Or call (617) 437-2708.

Please send me information on your Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology Programs.

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions. 106 DF, Northeastern University. 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115.

Name ____________________________

City ______________ State __________ Zip __________

Part-Time Sales*

With Management Potential

America’s Largest Sofabed Specialist

$6.00 per hour plus commission

Excellent exposure into retail world

Good appearance, outgoing personality

and conscientious work habit necessary.

No Experience Needed

We are open 68 hours

Mon. thru Fri. 10-9

Sat. 10-6 Sun. 12-5

Pick your hours

Jennifer Convertibles

Contact Mr. Falk:

201-964-5577

Newark, NJ
Dear Senator:

I would like to make you aware of the proposed educational budget cuts for the 1988 fiscal year. As a student, I oppose any such action; it will be extremely detrimental to the education of all students. If passed, the proposed cuts would deny some students the opportunity to receive a higher education.

I believe America is the Land of Opportunity and a higher education should not be denied to any person.

I strongly urge our New Jersey representatives to vote against the President's proposals.

Sincerely,

Name..........................................................................................................
Address ..................................................................................................
City,State.Zip.................................................................................
Phone number.................................................................................

Mail to: Senator Frank Lautenberg and/or Senator Bill Bradley
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

M.S.C. Jewish Student Union
sponsors:

Holocaust
Remembrance
Program

Monday, April 27th - 8:00 PM
Student Center Annex Rm. 126

Featuring Guest Panel:

PEPPY MARGOLIS—The first daughter of two concentration camp survivors born in a DP Camp in Frankfurt, Germany, and settled in N.J. by HIAS when she was 4 years old. Graduate Summer Institute at YAD Vashem and is now a teacher and a Holocaust consultant for the N.J. State Dept. of Education Holocaust Advisory Council. Founder of Northwest N.J. Second Generation Chapter.

ANN MONKA—Born in Lida, Poland, as a child survivor witnessed the execution of her peoples. Escaped to the Forest of Nabiloki where she was able to survive starvation, disease and Nazi attack under the protection of the Partisan group.

PAUL MONKA—Born in Southwestern Poland, imprisoned, humiliated and tortured by the Nazis, escaped to become a Partisan leader.

JACK COULSTON—American soldier liberated Nazi Death Camps, Attended the 1981 Liberator’s Conference held by the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council at the State Department. Entered the first camp liberated by American troops.

ADMISSION IS FREE.
OPEN TO CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY.
JSU is a Class Three Organization of the SGA.

SILC Presents:
The 10th Annual VOLLEYBALL MARATHON to benefit
THE SUSAN ARMS FOUNDATION

Friday, April 24th 4 PM-2 AM
Panzer Gym
Raffle Every Hour
You do not have to be on a team. Just come down and play or watch.

Refreshments, T-Shirts, Raffles ON SALE
Donations Still Accepted!

SILC is a Class One Organization of the SGA.
Racqueteers victorious

By Roy Nelson
Staff Writer

The MSC tennis team had no problem in disposing the Jersey City State Gothics Tuesday, sweeping the event, 9-0.

John Trinity won the first singles match against Curvi McMurray 6-2, 6-4 to start the rout. JJ Martinez defeated Warren Kongchatree 6-1, 6-1 in second singles. Trinity and Martinez teamed up in first doubles to defeat McMurray and Kongchatree 6-3, 6-4.

Joey Caputo won the third singles match over Vinny Khanna 6-2, 6-2. Peter Shrambron won a three-setter from Gothic Gary Snithin after losing the first set, 4-6, 6-2, 6-3.

Caputo and Shrambron then defeated Snithin and Khanna in second doubles, 8-2.

Rich Pastor shut out Louie Rodriguez 6-0, 6-0 in fourth singles. Mark Lasale won 6-2, 3-6, 6-0 over Lester D’Costa. Pastor and Lasale then defeated Joe Racelis and D’Costa in third doubles to complete the sweep, 10-7.

DeAquino tosses another O-hitter

cont. from p. 15

The Pioneers, who got a three-RBI performance from Cheryl Stetz, fell to 7-12 with the loss.

MSC 4-So. Connecticut 1 (1st)
MSC ace Dina DeAquino won her eighth game in 10 tries in the opener of a doubleheader last Wednesday against Southern Connecticut, 4-1. But DeAquino winning isn’t exactly unexpected. Then again, the fact that she threw a no-hitter doesn’t come as a surprise, either. Wednesday’s was her third of the season.

Marge Theobald singled, doubled and scored twice to provide the Indians and DeAquino with all the offense they needed to claim victory.

So. Connecticut 4-MSC 1 (2nd)
So. Connecticut turned the tables on MSC in the second game of the doubleheader in New Haven, winning 4-1. MSC was four-hit by So. Connecticut pitcher Shawn Danielson. Andrea Peters had two of those hits and drove in the Indians’ lone run. So. Connecticut went to 13-10 with the win.
Softball team sweeps Wm. Paterson

By Jim Nicosia

Jessica Levinskas placed third in the 10,000-meter run to highlight the MSC women's track team in the Rutgers Relays this weekend.

Her time of 37:49 shattered the old school record of 39:05, set back in 1979. If she can top 37:41 today at the Penn Relays, Levinskas will qualify for the NCAA national tournament.

"This was an outstanding performance," said MSC head coach Michelle Willis. "This is Jessica's first time running a 10K on the track. She'll only run this distance four times this season because it is not an event run at every meet."

Regina Ladson and Kathy Drummond also represented MSC well at the Rutgers Relays. Ladson placed sixth in the long jump. Drummond took eighth in the discus.

Jill Robertson, Ladson, Rosa Domingues, and Levinskas also figured in the scoring in the distance medley relay. The foursome placed seventh in the event.

Softball team sweeps Wm. Paterson

By Jim Nicosia

Dina DeAquino (9-2) scattered three hits for MSC to earn the victory over WPC in the opener of a doubleheader Tuesday at Quarry Field.

The 21-6 Indians trailed 8-3 going into the sixth inning when they scored five runs. Andrea Peters aided the attack by knocking in two runs of her own.

The nightcap of the doubleheader was quite a bit tougher than the opener, however, but the Indians came out on top, 9-8.

The 21-6 Indians trailed 8-3 going into the sixth inning when they scored five runs. Andrea Peters aided the attack by knocking in two runs of her own.

MSC 10-Wm. Paterson 0 (1st)

A six-run outburst in the first inning carried the MSC softball team to a 9-0 trouncing of WPC in the opener of a doubleheader Tuesday at Quarry Field.

The six-ranked Indians were paced by Margie Theobald's four-RBI performance. Theobald highlighted the first-inning attack by knocking a three-run homer. Andrea Peters aided the attack by knocking in two runs of her own.

Breaking down barriers

Color discrimination in baseball, football, hockey and many other sports has been a negative part of our society for a long time. Finally, the color barrier has been broken in what is a very relaxing weekend type of game for most people.

That's right. The color black is not unusual in the game of tennis anymore. In fact, black players such as Zina Garrison and Lori McNeil are two of the top-rated players in the world.

Malaari Washington, Stacey Martin and Iuliani Callie, all amateur tennis players, are three top-ranked players. They all belong to private tennis clubs or take regular lessons from a private instructor. That is a change from the public park recreation programs.

These type of tennis lessons are responsible for developing McNeil and Garrison into professional stars. They both began their careers in Houston.

Power-lifting at MSC- consistent commitment

By Perry Schwarz

This is the first part in a series on the strenuous sport of power-lifting.

Springtime is here and in one month the massive, muscular bodies will occupy MSC and local beaches. However, there are a select few at MSC that developed muscular, envious physiques for other reasons.

Endless hours of time and preparation go into a well developed body. While many of the "muscle-men" flaunt their physique 90 percent of the time, there are four MSC physical education majors that lift a majority of their free time.

Dan Ippolito, Fred Wagner, Miguel Hernandez, and Ed Hernandez are all athletes and share in the common health consciousness of activity of power-lifting. Their goals are continually changing and challenging. They banded together to share struggles, accomplishments and ideas about power lifting with the campus community.

The Jet's Journal

Perry Schwarz

Increasing the number of black players is a goal of the tennis business-community of Houston. A survey has revealed that the tennis-playing base in the United States has dropped from a high of 20 million to 11 million for most people.

"We have to get tennis exposed to more people. We have to go past the country clubs," Jra Litle, marketing manager of Head Racquet Sports said in an April interview with USA Today Sports.

Litle is an equipment sponsor of the Omega Easter Bowl Tournament.

Washington and Martin and McColl will perform in this tournament. Litle also added, "We have to get more inner-school programs and the ethnicity mix will take care of itself."

A place in the tennis circuit, like all athletes, must believe in his/her God-given talents and have the ability to deal with pressure situations. One should not look at himself as a black or white player, but as an athlete with a winning goal in mind and competing in a sport they love. Obviously, there are not many blacks or Hispanics within today's circuit, but that should not bother a player from attempting to make it in the tennis field. Blacks are being introduced to popularize the sport.

Challenges are not just found on the field, but off. If you feel your aspirations to achieve a great athletic feat is being hindered, we now live in a social age where it is at least possible to overcome the hindrances. In the end, all that matters is that you have the talent and tools needed to succeed - inside.
John McClain went 3 for 4 in a losing effort.

Franko Maggio. The Scarlet Knights, however, scored two in the sixth and one in the seventh to pull out the 4-3 victory in Piscataway Tuesday.

The loss dropped the Indians to 17-10-1 overall.

East Connectic 6-MSC 4 (1st)
MSC 13-East. Connectic 4 (2nd)

Freshman Brian Devins pitched five strong innings, allowing only five hits, in leading the Indians to a victory in the nightcap of a doubleheader Saturday in Connecticut.

Devins gave up two runs and struck out one over the five innings. Junior baseman Sal Ferragine and two wild pitches by starter and loser Anthony Principato gave the Indians a runner on third with two out.

Coyle was again walked, and senior Kevin Cavallo reached on an error, enabling Ferragine to score and moving Coyle to second. Ferragine then took the first of his two triples, scoring Coyle and Cavallo, and later scored on an error by Principato.

The victory went to senior Ray Castellano, who pitched five innings and allowed only four hits, while MSC improved to 14-8-1 overall and 8-1 in conference play. Jersey City fell to 13-1-1.

NCAA Division 3 Baseball Rankings
1. Wisconsin-Oshkosh (19-3)
2. Marietta (Ohio) (23-10-2)
3. William Paterson (17-2-1)
4. North Carolina Wesleyan (22-9)
5. North Carolina Methodist (22-10-1)
6. Marietta (Ohio) (22-10-1)
7. MSC (17-10-1)
8. Wisconsin-Whitewater (21-11-3)
9. Eastern Connecticut (18-9)
10. Ithaca (19-7)

Red-hot laxmen pummel Pace, clip Kutztown

By Dennis Campbell
Staff Writer

MSC 8-Pace 3

The MSC lacrosse team rebounded from a 8-6 loss to FDU to post an impressive 8-3 win over Pace at Sprague field Sunday. The Indians ran their record to 8-2, taking control from start to finish to post an easy victory.

The Indians started the game tentatively but picked up the intensity as they got on the scoreboard. Tony Petrone scored the first goal off a feed from his brother Joe at 3:40. The Indians created numerous scoring opportunities, but were unable to convert them into goals. Ed Sargent's shot was blocked by the Pace's goalie while Leroy Horn drove in five runs as he took a pass outside the penalty area and converted them into goals. Ed Sargent's shot wide.

With the Indians dominating the game, middle Joe Petrone heaved his way into the heart of the Pace defense but his shot went wide of the goal. Mike Nugent scored off a pass from Derrick Godfrey to give MSC a 2-0 lead. Joey Petrone picked up loose ball and went coast to coast to set up the third goal. The Petrone brothers got into their scoring act again with Joe getting the assist from Tony running the total to 3-0.

George Limite weaved his way through two defenders for a dish to Tony Petrone who misfired. With a penalty called on the Indians, a loose ball came into the penalty area and Tony Petrone pounced on the ball to score, stretching the lead to 6-2. Pete Franklin scored off of a Dave Francisco pass for a 7-2 lead.

MSC defense neutralized Pace the rest of the way as head coach Tim Sullivan used his bench extensively. Ron Francisco closed out the scoring for the Indians.

NCAA Division 3 Baseball Rankings
1. Wisconsin-Oshkosh (19-3)
2. Marietta (Ohio) (23-10-2)
3. William Paterson (17-2-1)
4. North Carolina Wesleyan (22-9)
5. North Carolina Methodist (22-10-1)
6. Marietta (Ohio) (22-10-1)
7. MSC (17-10-1)
8. Wisconsin-Whitewater (21-11-3)
9. Eastern Connecticut (18-9)
10. Ithaca (19-7)

Deutsch led off with a walk and advanced to third on a double by Herrero. Horn followed with a single, scoring both runners.

The Gothic Knights then turned a double play to erase Horn and seemingly end the rally. But a walk to third baseman Sal Ferragine and two wild pitches by starter and loser Anthony Principato gave the Indians a runner on third with two out.

Coyle was again walked, and senior Kevin Cavallo reached on an error, enabling Ferragine to score and moving Coyle to second. Ferragine then took the first of his two triples, scoring Coyle and Cavallo, and later scored on an error by Principato.

The victory went to senior Ray Castellano, who pitched five innings and allowed only four hits, while MSC improved to 14-8-1 overall and 8-1 in conference play. Jersey City fell to 13-1-1.

NCAA Division 3 Baseball Rankings
1. Wisconsin-Oshkosh (19-3)
2. Marietta (Ohio) (23-10-2)
3. William Paterson (17-2-1)
4. North Carolina Wesleyan (22-9)
5. North Carolina Methodist (22-10-1)
6. Marietta (Ohio) (22-10-1)
7. MSC (17-10-1)
8. Wisconsin-Whitewater (21-11-3)
9. Eastern Connecticut (18-9)
10. Ithaca (19-7)